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Tac^^u Station Report 19^0

Taegn Station, lii^e 'ccedonia of old, has been calling and pray-

ing these past three years for someone to come over and help, tnr
prayers were twice ansi'vered within the past six months in the arrivcsl
of our two new missionary couples, j-r. and Irs. S.arle J. doodberry,
v;ho after years of service in China, have come to Korea; and hr. and
J'irs. Robert P. Rice are new life recruits. But let r..s hear what tiiey

have to say, and learn liow oyiickly and easily the 'Voodberrys
,

v;ho

are 'Old hands” in missionary work, have responded to this call for
help, '' Before we had ou.r bags unpacked, we picked them up and
iou,rneyed to Seoul to join in a spiritvcal retreat with the majority
of the missionaries of Korea, .. 'I’his was a beautiful way in which to
begin our ministr3/ here in Korea,” Irs. "-oodberry adds, ” I have been
giving most of my time to the Sin My^ing High School for girls

,

'7ith
an enrollment of BOO, 1 have had six classes every week ’vith about 60
in each class, for English Bible. On Sundays I have had a class of
about 55 first year girls f3.'’om non-Christian homes. Three afternoons
a week I meet with the second year students at the Bible Institute
for straight English. One afternoon I have given to the whole stud-
ent body of the Bible Institute an hour of music instruction. Pairing
the special class for Bible women I have had a similar class with
them. One night a weejc I have had two very interesting and inspiring
groups of 57oung men in a Christian night school. Among other activi-
xies I have given missionary talks, chapel talks, solos, piano play-
ing for special revival services , etc . Kr, Roodberry has been equal-
13^ bus 3

'- teaching English Bible- 7 classes of 60 each at the Keisung
Boys’ High 'S.phool of 1200 students, several classes for tiie High
School teachers, classes for doctors and nurses in the Presb 3^terian
Hospital and the Government Hospital and Medical College , Sunday
preaching, a Sunday morning Bible class, chapel talks, etc, keep the
time more than full.

The very newest missionaries are only a mionth old in the station-
life but they are not idle either, "^liile lang-uage stud3^ is their
principal occupation at present, there have been opi')crtunities for
witnessing, not onl 3

/' through thei.r music, for the 3r have learned a
few songs in Korean, but b3^ means of the Gospel truck. ''Small chil-
dren can be heard s 83/ing aloud the familiar characters written on the
sides and back of the truck- ’ Jesus saves’, 'God is light’ -love,
Korea unto Christ. ’ The first Sunda37’ in June the Gospel truck did its
first itinerating in the countr37 to a village which had been raided
b37 coiTimunists six months ago. Since the massacre of 36 37oimg men of
the village, the church at Paksa has trebled its membership. The
following Sunda37 the truck also went to a sm.all, clean and orderly
church where tnere were neither pastor nor ordained elders, at a
standstill in growth. This Sabbath the church was decorated with
flowers and Christian banners, it being Plower or Childrens’ Bay.
'The four hours worship that morning and afternoon was a sniritual
blessing. "

But not only the newest missionaries hear the call to "Come over
into xTacedonia .

” The call exists for the veteran missionary as well.
Let I'iss Bergman, our oldest missionary in point of service in Taegu
tell of her experiences, ''Elien I first caane back three 3^ears ago, I
made a survey of all the land 3ret to be possessed in this province,
and made a map, showing the unevangelized areas in black while those
already reached were in white. Buring the fifst part of 1949 the
Lord so burdened my heart that I cor'ld not contain myself and I was
moved to take time off from ny Bible Institute teaching to go into
the country to help in forward evangelistic v7ork. At my request.
Pastor Ko suggested the ,#irea he considered the m.ost need3

?'

,
which

proved to be a village belonging to the S3mng clan, one of the most
o



riutod of one {*ea- lo'r.c.n o: Koreao A piole ’-email ?/as sent ahead
to prepare xae 'Vo/y ”or us - myself, the Biols v.oman and a Bible School
grac.ua.te to 'vcric \iith the children. Going into this ‘/illage \;ithout a
man e"angelist seemed uncoir^ention^l but it proved to be the vlsest
course. On the second day our host was reprimanded by the village elderi
and commanded to send us a'vay, but the Lord undertool: and v;e were en-
abled to stay eiaht days giving out the Gospel from house to house dur-
ing the day cind holding public services in the courtyard at night.Thirty
five nev/ born babes in' Christ met to v/orship together on the last Sun-
day. Just as the meeting v;as being dismissed, one of the ’’fathers" of
the village a.ppeared in the gateway with a large cane in his hand and
remarked, "You three women have done more in this villa,ge in these eight
days than Confucianism has done in five hundred years. The approach for
living ouarters in another village was made with fear and trembling,but
again the Lord undertook. Because the party consisted of three lone wo-
men, the head man invited us to stay at his house. We found an unusual
hunger among the children for the Gospel and they learned to sing John
3:16. As we visited from village to village the*^ song was echoed from
every mountain side as the chilaren gathered their fuel. On one of these
tries we found an old lady of seventy v'ho had built a, stone altar in her
courtyard to the spirit of the seven stars in the Great Dipper, ror 17
years she had been offering, late every evening, a bowl of clear water
Irom the well, to this spirit. But' at the time of our visit she ;vas an-
gry "ith the spirit because of the death of her son and grandson. The
first time Christ was presented to her, siie said, "This is just the spir-
it I * ve been yearning for"- and she accepted Christ with all her heart.
... During the past year these little church unitv., and many more beside,
have gro'-n s,nd become established in the Lord. " We are grateful that the
home Board has seen fit to grant another year of service beyond retire-
ment to Miss Bergman, for"tnere is still much land to bo possessed, "and
v;e are shcjrt of workers.

To provide for this shortage, a special terra Bible Institute has
been held during May and June to train women to go out at once into the
work. There -as no*" training of -'orkers: during the vrar years and we are
suffering from that as well as from the general breakdo’T’n of standards
in all a.venues of service. Training '"orkers takes the time of several
of our missionaries. Mr. Campbell and x.r. Lyon, in addition to being
principals of Bible Institutes, one in Tae gu and the other in Kyungju,
maintain a teaching schedule - "just te.aching, " someone echoes -"but
v.L .vt could be more exacting, and at the same time re\,'arding, than teaching
the contents of the most v'ondcrful Book in the r^orld. " The young people
stream in every term, most of them from country districts, from behind
the plough and out from four mud v.-alls, v.ith tne minimum of money

,
clothes

a bag of rice and a conviction that God has sent them. Mrs. Henaerson,
-.vho s,lso gives full time to the Taegu Bible Institute, finds it aiscour-
aging v.'hen, as occasionally happens

,
one' s students are indifferv;nt to

v’ork; but 'when, after terms of study, thev are inspired to ao some per-
sonal digging - this is the teacher*' s triumph and joy, "and certainly is
an effective T/ay to multiply one's self in the effort to "possess the
land" and v/itness for our Lord to the "uttermost parts, " Churches and
Sunday Schools may be started almost any'-here these days if only a man
is sent out. The Bible Institutes provide the training for these work-
ers. In the Kyungju B.I. two terms'^ of the Lo' er School ’-ere held 'Ith
an enrollment of bO, and the Kigher Bible School began in the spring
with t’-'cnty young people preparing for full time service. In Taegu,
combined enrolment of the Kigher and Lower Schools climbed to 325.

Miss Ross reports upon another avenue of service in Country Glasses.
"This spring finds the countryside much more peaceful than during the
winter. None of our country Bible Glasses were called off because of
the unrest as was the case a couple of times last year. E^/erywhere
there are many eager to hear and accept His Gospel of salvation." She
finds the D.V.B.S. 'with its children's classes and youth conferences,
interested and instructed by the use of Flannelgrapwi lessons, effective
wedges for moving "into the land." Mr. Campbell, too, has conducted 3
country classes this year and found that the interest in the study of
the Word was as encouraging as over and the number of those receiving
Christ as their Saviour at the evening meetings as lieart warming as ever
before, Mr, Lyon has been using audio - visual aids also, in his evang-
elistic efforts, with very gratifying and encouraging results. With ...an
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tr-ic j^enerator, a movie projector and the ”1 Am the ”'ay” series, he

had foimd it po..sible to conduct a satisfactory evenins evan^^elia ti

service, v'ith thousands reached every nit,ht. He reports* ”1 have

held such services in villages where our gaoherin^s were puar'^ed

bv arm.v^d soldieis lest a communisu raid occur. In another plc.ce ve

held our meetings just two days after the village had been burned
anu seven men kilJ.ed . Tn several places where t;e had honed to hold
meetings indoors the crowd has been so great th.^t v'e were forced to

wait until other plans could be made,'*

Sometimes we must repossess the land and that has been the case
^ith the two high schools, the one for boys and the one for girls.
'T’hey v'er^ founded ana cox/iucted by the m.issionaries for many years
and hcxve finally been brought back under the jurisdiction of ^^resby-
tery during the past year. During the v;ar they had been made s-overn-

m.ent institutions ana even "the smell of Christianity re.„..ved”.

Great progres.s has been m^de to brin_ them back t« a Christian basis.
Tt is heart warming to hear the hundreds of students singing *^hristian
hymns. Bible is a reryuired subject. Both schools have ordained
pastors as chapl^lxxo. '"e are indeed thankful that Bob ^iorce, Gil
Dodds r na Bob Finlay were lad to come to horea axid lead evax.^eli Stic
services. They gave their vigorous testimonies and led hundreds
among the students of all Taegu to allegiaisce to our Lord . Becauae
of a new rulixxg by the educatioxx^l bureau the schools have had to
reorganize on the basis of sep>srate junior a*nd senior high schools.
bringing many but chfiTters h^^ve been secured in both ±n-
st-ixces. ”e re.]oice that wu^gpeas loSt term there were six •'^hristian
teachers in the girls' school, this term, there are twelve.

proolem;
re j oice

Dr. T^'raiik Laubach, in his literacy campaign in this area taueht
us new ipcthods to use in "po.,sessiitt, the lanu". Bis presence in our
midst v'as an inspiration for vlnich v^e prw.ise th^ Lord. ”'e -"ere all
im.pressed vhth his personality and vitr.l interest in the illiterates
and the presentation of the Gospel message to these unuerprivileged

.

"^wo of the younger mem.bers of the station. Dr. a..a ’•'rs. ''offett,
still assij,ned to language study, report progress in Sw..;o lines.
’'*rs, ’^offett says: "By far the greatest part oi rny time s_nv.e coming
to ’•'orea has been spent in trying to establish a routine for the
house ana in supervision to th^L end. Housekeeping, gardenix.r,, and
looking after the family has tc^on m.OwC of tn^ tl.:>e. Fettling t>"e

house stretched out into montns, due to packir.i^ up to go to language
school twice, unpacking again, and duriii;^ this spring in matvirio v^ay
for the plumbers, carpenters a„v^ elec triciar.s to \vork. "’e were in-
deed glad to get back to home base after camping, out six months of
lw.st vear. Indeed, tha^o past seven months have been the nearest
thing to normal living our small Charles has ever seen, being the
first time in his three and a half years that he has been more than
three consecutive micnths in the same house. During the winter "'''rs.

Campbell has been of inestimable help to miy language study by takine
young *^^ov7ard's first grad off my hands. I have been able to give
an hour every morning to study with a teacher and a.m glad for that,
^"''rs . Campbell is also teaching three of the T\B.A, i^rmy advisor’s
criildren as well as m.imerous English classes, j At Christmas time T
tried giving a flannelgraph lesson to the smal.l children at the
refugee tent church, and found the experience very stimulating."
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Dr. '^offett did not have the privilege of language study this
year, for the failure of Dr. Cr.ith and Tr. Lov'e to return to '^^ores

and the health furlough of Laurence have necessitated his
sui’erv*. Sion and ad-t: ni strati on of the seventy-eight-bed general
hos-oital as u^ell as that ot the leprosarium, /s he expresses it,
his reriort for this year covers such things as ’’3395 blood counts,
70 gastric analyses, P4 doctors, a peach orchard, 900 leuers, tor-
dered ?iiilA, double-decker beds for nurses, the price of coal, an
7-ray therapy mi? chine no one knovs hov^ to run, one-meal-a-day street
urchins studying ?31ble and school subjects every night, the advan-
tages and disadvantages of steam and hot vnter systems, the legal
problems and entanglements connected rith land tenure and purchase,
nulling suicides out of veils and suspected communist employees out
of .jails, the nurchase of cov/s, cars, furnaces, houses, and pingpong
balls.

•imhe general hospital has a large staff of Korean doctors— in
fact too Icirge for the number of beds, but almost necessarily so
because of the departmentalized vork carried on. Each of the de-
partTients of medicine, surgery, eye, ear-nose-and- threat

,
pediatrics,

gynecology-obstetrics have a chief, some an assistant chief, and
then at least one resident and an intern in training. ./'I together
there are nine doctors, thirteen residents and six internes, "^he

v'ork will be carried on much more efficiently and ei fec tivel 3
''

,
and

betrer training will be given the stfuff when v'e have a replacement
for the brand new dispensary building v’hich burned dovn just before
the v'HT

,

”0ne of the m.ajor concerns in the hospital program, has been
the evangelistic v^ork. Lee "'Un T'ng, the Bible wom.a.n, is a deeply
spiritual and much loved worker and m^ost faithful in her ministry.
In the fa].l she wrs joined b^" a full time man eva.ngelist. Before
the war the hospital had a voluntary organization called the ^reach-
ing Society which was richly used in follow-up ''•ork among the patient
converts. I'Peventeen of Taegu’s Presbyterian churches v^ere begun
b^;'' these hospital converts.) During the past year this ’^reaching
Pociet^/^ ^"as reorganized \"ith rilmost fill members of the staff and
workers voluntary dues paying members. 473 decisions for Clirist
have been recorded through the hospital ministry during the year.

’•the nursing Pchool has had a good yea.r in im.proved Quarters.
Du^ to plans for converting the present school building into the
’^ublic neo.ith Unit the old hospital building is no"- being m*ade into
the school of nursing. The new dormitory is a pressing need.

”Tn the leprosarium, housing over 300 patients and an orrhanage
of 40 healthy youngsters there is the prospect of a full time "^orean
doctor and a bacteriologist in residence. The government is anxious
for us to take in another 200 patienus and to that extent v'ill pro-
vide the funds for additional dvv'elling units, v’e probably will do
so this year. ’”e are also in the process of planning for an en-
largement of the chapel, a nev' dispense' ry building, and ci tubercu-
losis unit. Patients have beer voluntarily living up one meal a

v'eek and using the savings for a fund to enlfirge the chapel. Turing
the missed m.e<il hour those fasting go over to the chf-.pel to pray."
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p.ll dnrins^ this past year, and enneciall;' durinf^ the fal] and

Vinter there were disturbances throughout cur v'hole area -- raids
by comnunlst guerrillas, vho without sr.fficient food and clotliing

m.'ade attacks on the villages, nore especially upon those villages
where there has been someone who has informed upon them, ^cod and
clothing were taken, homes burned, and the young men of rhe village
killed. ' In only one instance did they seem to single cut the women
and children for murder. This has kect the -'hole province in a

ferment; vdrich is just what the communists desire, ''"e marvel at the
calmness with which our ^^orean Christians have continued their au-
pointed tasks, '"hth so much suffering in so many areas, ’'rs. Ivon
has been busy with the administration and distribution of relief.
Food and clothing have gone to non-believers as 'w^ll as believers
vr'nere the need v'as greatest, i-n estimaued 50,000 peo^^le have re-
ceived some for'-'^ of relief since Christmas and there are 13,000 more
who vere forced by the army to leave t’nelr homes In ai scorched earth
policy who should be receiving relief soon. The Foundling
the Fom.e for the /ged, the orphanages, the Blind Fchool c:nd the
lepers living in the cemetery and the tent village refugees have all
been helped through material sent through Church '''crld Fervice, and
through individual packages sent by friends at home, ’''hen calls
come for relief how often wo wish for somiO kind of "video” that ’-ould
enable the senders to see the gratitude of those who are helped,

"•'e are most grateful, too, for the funds vdcich have come from
the Facrificial "'^eal ”'und . It has helped church v'orkers, those
in need of medical care, the lepers, and those who were hungry.

Then too, there is the Pestoration Fund which is beine put to
'

good use. P great dea.l of the time of both . Campbell rind -'r.

lyon has been given to the disbursement of those funds, in committee
meetings deciding upon the use of them, and then in a follow-up
check on the actual use. In the presbytery in vdaich Faegu is located
"fourteen ;million won was appropriated for the restoraition of church
buildings. This v.'as divided among IOC churches, giving an averapge
of 140,000 won, or fifty dollars gold to each one. Fix evangelists
were employed vhth the purpose of resurrecting churches that had
disappeared during the vwir yea.rs. Tv'enty have already been brought
back to life cond in every case the present group is larger than
before the war." reports ’‘''r . Campbell.

In the ^yungdong '’’resby tery
,
where "'r. Lyon administered the

funds, in a presbytery about one fourth the size of the Faegu ’'’res-

bytery, five million won have bean saent on restoration of churches.
Fome of the buildings had been confiscated by the Japanese and de-
molished, others v^ere forced to sell for almost nothing an*^ unite
with distant churches in an effort designed by the local Japanese
officials to discredit the Christian church and religion. Other
buildings were falling to pieces for lack of ttoney and building ma-
terials. One interesting item is that the co'nmittee ruled that
since church bells had been repuisi tioned by the Japanese and melted
down for the iron during the war, they should be replaced. "I had '>

the Pleasure of ordering an assortment of 4.5 large and medi um-si^ed
bells in one order, approximately half of our ninety churches had
already provided themselves with a bell or its substitute. ”'e feel
that the welcome sound of a church bell in a Korean village is about
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the best rehabilitn tion v’e coijlh give Lheni because it restore
their confinence and prestige," ^'^r . Lyon i'

' It rtight surprise some of our friends

Lyon vTi res . ^ t

friends in /merics ^’-ho can jro

to the corner grocery to do their shopping to reaJ.ize hov much' of
the precious cominodity, Time, it tabes to carry on a household
here these days, *:o order food sus-.plies from California or ‘^onghone,
both by parcel post and by freight, care for them after arrival
and do the necessary accounts and correspcndence involved, '^hen
there are the multitudinous duties that press upon us vith the
constant stream of callers, from pastors coming for conferences
about the v/crk, evangelists and v.-crkers to be paid their salaries,
workmen asking for materials in the "restoration" of our houses
and churches, contractors to be paid, students with personal prob-
lems and parents or friends asking for our influence in getting
their children into school, students asking for special drill in
'p’nrlish oratorical contests ^'and getting it), relatives interceding
for members of their families cifflictod ’’.'ith leprosy that they
might find life in our leprosarium, the lame, tne halt and the
blind seeking help or comfort, those vhcm theives have dispossessed
of their all, to the pi?no nujils, aiJ ”'culd furnish excellent
material for an account of "''

3
^ Pay”, "^e rejoice in these contacts

for there v'ere years just before the var \"hen our friends dared
not come to see us. How oi:r homos are those tith the "open door”
— there isix’t time to shut them bet'ieon visiters. Through it all
mao^ wo keep this prriyer before u:;, entitled.

TIIYCELF

'’'h' T.ord, I work for ""hee from day to day
PrA serving Thee I find a holy bliss.
But this I pray
Let' not the joy of service e’er replace
The heart’s delight in "^hy der-r self. Tliy face
Be still before me, unbedimmed
By lesser views of nicely trimmed
Routine, m.ochanics of the task.
Success of blessing I mau^ ask
From Thee, and Thou bestov’ --

For this, 0 Lord, I pray."
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You will be interested in these graphic accounts received from Edward Adams, Pres-

byterian (USA) Missionary, who has been in Korea ever since the invasion, bolstering

the morale of Korean Christians and administering relief*

Seoul, Korea, October 2, 1950

REPORT ON SEOUL

Back from Pusan with a truck load of powdered milk, clothes, flour and barley
for Taegu. Now at Taegu airport. ’’Nothing scheduled but you might stick around".
One hour later: "Plane leaving at a quarter to one".

Flying weather was fine. The hour and a half run gave good visibility. Eight
or ten places where mountains were smouldering. Mopping up operations of the U.N,

Army 1 We circle Seoul. The Presbyterian compound looks O.K, from that distance.
The large building west of Capitol in high flames (gasoline?) We land smoothly,
taxi past burnt out hangars. Devastation everywhere. Main operations building un-
usable. An old Korean-style building being used,

"How do we get into Seoul?"

"There’s nothing regular. You'll have to thumb your way in."

An hour's wait. Much thumbing, A colored trooper comes by, says: "Better
chance a mile down the road where several roads converge. I'll help you,"

Struggling \mder bed-roll, bag, brief-case, and two days of rations, we make
it. Another long wait, A truck comes by filled with U.N. officials. They have
occupied one of our residences in Taegu. Someone has spoken to the driver. The
truck slows, comes to a halt and waits, while I try to run with baggage. Who was
it that spoke to the driver? Charlie Coates, son-in-law of Sam Higginbottom. We
had entertained him in our home before this "police action" broke loose.

Signs of battle all the way in, Yundong-po not so badly damaged as anticipated.
Church standing. After crossing the railroad we turn off the main highway, pass the
small air-strip on the Han River flats, then cross the Han on a pontoon bridge.
Destruction everywhere. As we get back on to main road, again signs of heavy fight-
ing. — Big guns and rifle fire. A streetcar standing. Trolley cables cut. Sand-
bag barricades across the street at intervals. Fox holes along the sidewalks.
Someone said, "Adams i Vfhere are you headed for? Better come with us,"

"All I know is I'm on my way, prepared to hole in anywhere,"

We head for barracks near Camp Sobbingo, Second cottage to right.

"Major 1 Will you put a cot in our quarters for this gentleman?" A little
later, "Everything is ready, sir," We go in. A cot, mattress, pillow, two sheets,
two blankets I
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Later - ’’Have you got room for me in that jeep?”

We head for the heart of town. Any building over two stories high gutted with
fire. Half of them damaged by shell-fire, many lying flat.

The jeep has to dodge the wires hanging everywhere. Refugees coming and going,
trying to locate their homes in the rubble. The railroad-station, is a skeleton.
Severance clinic completely burned out. Isolation and laboratory buildings seem
O.K. The city South Gate scarred but still standing. Can be repaired. Buildings
all around shell-marked. Banto Hotel looks good from a distance. The Town Hall,
one end burned. The capitol building - all in flames. Ceremonies were held there
by MacArthur and the President, but something went wrong. V\fhat a shame I

'•Vifould you be willing to drive back by way of our compound? That's awfully good
of youi” The Koons

• (missionaries) house looks very well from the road. Our house

J

There it stands. No holes in roof. Walls O.K. 1 The other houses flash by. No sign
of large damage. The front gate is shut. Everything looks peaceful inside. How
hard to refrain from asking for a stop, but it's six o'clock. I mustn't impose.

The Christian Literature Building gutted by fire. Y.M.C.A,, also Bible House,
caved in - roof and much of walls gone. "Home” again at Sobbingo. Early to bed.
Ten fifteen - much rifle fire. Lots of underbrush around. Is it nervousness or
the real thing? Off by seven thirty the next morning, walking this time. Severance
Medical Center, Main ward building Severance Medical Center slightly damaged.
Special ward building destroyed. Student nurses dorm: roof gone, windows smashed.
Graduate nurses dorm.* badly damaged. Four staff residences destroyed, everything
looted. Library and books safe. The Chongno bell house is gone - bell on the
ground. Metal is discolored from heat of the fire,

Bible House is still smoldering; C.L.S. (Christian Literature Society) front
door is mostly metal and intact. Through the book room - nothing but ashes. So

j

hot can hardly stand it. Up to second floor - again ashes. Third floor - ashes.
Our office - aehes. Metal parts of furniture, doors, etc. dropped where they were.
Floor gone. Glass in windows hanging like icicles. Plastering on walls and ceiling
pealed. Fourth floor - ashes. Fifth floor - the heat had spent itself. Lumber
and window frames for the broadcasting studio, still unfinished, lying about,
(Broadcasting equipment had, fortunately, not reached Korea - held in Japan, - ed.)

Roof intact but hit in two places by bombs or big gun fire.

We rush on to Yun Chi Dong - our compound. The eldest daughter of gate keeper
bumps into me as I come in. She looks up, exclaims, calls to her mother. Other
children come out. They begin crying. Later find the reason. The father was an

opoortunist - catered to the Reds, V/hen liberation came he was shot - just two days

ago.

the hill - half way to our house - some one spies me - the word spreads -

they come from all directions, arras out - eager - hungry (literally). But where
are our servants, Pak-Subang, Sim-Ssi? Some one calls. No answer. Yes, they are

alive. Here comes Pak. What a bear hug i We try to catch up three months in three

minutes, k cry I Someone has thrown herself at me weeping - with joy. It's Sim-

Ssi, our faithful cook.

The servants have been in and out of Seoul several times as fortunes of war
changed. Now, most are back in their homes. All servants quarters undamaged i A

miracle ! Three shell holes in . ur yard - the only ones on the whole compound.

All glass gone on that side of the house. Ceiling jarred loose in many places.

Otherwise house undamaged. A few upholstered furniture pieces left behind with all

upholstering ripped off. An occasional table or bureau, but all drawers removed -

the skeleton left.
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The rest of the morning spent in inspecting the houses. All personal belong-
ings gone I What use did Communists have for our theological libraries? No whole
pieces of furniture. About 60^ of windows intact. Furnaces, radiators, and
plumbing all in apparent good condition. With the main part of the city lying in
rubble, Korean homes all about the East gate flattened out, how grateful we should
be ]

The Yun Dong Church undamaged! Chungsin, the Girls School, not only undamaged
but hardly any windows broken! Pilley Kim Choi's son and daughter came out.

Teachers, students ! No school sessions yet. Rev. Chun arrives. He spent much
time in prison but was released. Prisoners were being shot at as they came out but
he managed to get by between shootings. Many pastors and others imprisoned and
not heard from since. Deacon Kim, our contractor, appears, will start looking for
materials right away. Several rooms in each house could be made habitable by ex-
changing window panes, but how about food, water, light, transportation?

Over two hundred thousand won (1000 won = ^1. U.S.) goes out for back salaries
of compound cooks, etc. Why didn't I bring more money? I must get back to Taegu
and bring more. One -who had eaten nothing today, because he was all out, was
payed first.

Harold Voelkel, mission chaplain, now in the U.S. Army, arrived while we were
talking, Horace G, Underwood is in town with the Army but has not gotten around
to the compound yet. Bill Shaw, Jr,, was killed two days ago in action. (All

missionaries, -ed.) V-Tiat a loss for us all.

"Sim-Ssi has a meal for us. Come on Harold," She has prepared an egg broth
and a bovjl of rice; also bean sprouts and sea vreod, 1/Vhere did she get it?

We walk over half ^e six miles back to camp. Hapny reunions taking place
everywhere. People shouting across the street to each other. People walking
among the ashes. There is Rev, Insik Lee (elderly pastor from Pyongyang) . Hov/-

did he survive? "Hello, Ahn Mokso" - I am a Presbyterian Seminary student.
There are about ten of us living up here in the dormitory. Come and see us,"
And so the Kaleidoscopic picture goes. More later.

Edward Adams
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yesterday Korea was The Land of Morning Calm.

Today it is the devastated battleground where

democracy stood courageously against the

full horrors of communist attack.

Tomorrow, with our understanding and help,

Korea can arise from the ashes of its

burned out cities and ruined industries,

like the fabled phoenix bird of yore,

into a new day of freedom, enlight-

enment and progress.

UNATIONS

• Thirty ntillion Koreans, inheritors of a culture stretching back over 4,(KX) years,

inhabiting a peninsula of temperate climate, majestic in its mountain ranges,

beautiful in its fresh green rice-planted valleys, rich in mineral resources, laved by

the waters of the sea — thirty million Koreans remember the great civilization of

yesterday, endure the “worst tragedy that has ever happened in Asia” today, and

look ahead with unconquerable hope to development of a model democracy in the

yet-unformed pattern of a long tomorrow.



Korean Child Refugee Questioned by UN Soldiers
Standing in the midst of her mined village, with her baby brother

clasped on her back, this Korean girl is questioned by United Nations
soldiers. Where can she go? What will her future be? When and
how will her village home again be rebulit? These are the questions
to which she, her thirty million countrymen, and the U.N. must find
answers. Ruin and desolation today — but what of tomorrow?
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N KOREA the world-wide struggle between
totalitarian communism and democratic free-

dom came into sharpest focus. Under the Red rule in northern Korea
liberties were suppressed, property was seized by the State, young
men were herded into the army, propaganda was substituted for edu-

cation. To escape such a reign of oppression, over two millions of the

ten million northern populace fled through the mountains, leaving

behind them their property, their means of livelihood, their friends,

and their ancestral homes to seek refuge in the south.

In the Republic of Korea encouraging progress was being made
toward the creation of a progressive democracy. With the help of

EGA aid, industrial and mineral production was increased by 92%

from December, 1948, to December, 1949. Adult illiteracy was re-

duced by &)%. Food production increased to the extent that 100,000

tons of rice became available for export from the harvest of 1949.

Most significant of all, perhaps, was the way the farm tenantry

problem was handled in the two areas. In northern Korea the seven

per cent of the populace which formed the “capitalistic" class was
liquidated. Farm renters became “tenants of the State,” with no title

to their land, and with taxes heavier than the old rental charges had
been. In the Republic of Korea, a land reform bill was enacted and

went into effect on June 1, 1950, which would have reduced farm

tehancy to ten per cent of the population. Farmers were enabled to

buy their land for 30% of the annual crop, payable for a period of

five years. The landlords were paid in certificates which could be

used to buy part of the industrial property formerly owned by Japanese.

The Communist attack on the Republic of Korea was launched

for two principal reasons:

First, because Korea is the strategic heartland of North Asia.

With Korea in Communist hands, Japan would be outflanked and open

to later attack. Moreover, with this bastion of democracy destroyed.

Communist armies would have their rear safeguarded for attacks

which could then be launched against Formosa and Indo-china.

Secotid, because the success of democracy in southern Korea gave

direct proof of the falsity of Communist propaganda. The Communists

have tried to convince the peoples of Asia that “American style capital-

istic democracy” is a political instrument by which the rich controlled
j

and exploited the poor; whereas the “people’s democracy—Communism”
|

is a political instrument by which the ruling classes are liquidated for '

the ^nefit of the poor.

)

i
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This propaganda line was endangered by what was happening in

Korea, where all of Asia’s billion inhabitants could see that the Koreans

were fleeing from the “people’s paradise’’ of the north into the so-called

“reactionary capitalism” of the south. The Communists tried for five

years to destroy south Korean democracy by revolution from within,

but failed to shake the loyalty of the people to their own chosen

government. It was after this failure to stir up revolution and after

the success of democracy in the Republic became evident that the

calculated risk of an armed attack was undertaken.

The issues in Korea are basic in their simplicity: Shall a people be

allowed to work out their own destiny in freedom, under a government
of their own choice, open to United Nations observation and guidance,

or shall the Communist Empire be allowed to conquer such a people

and forqe it to accept totalitarian police rule behind another iron

curtain? If aggression is to be stopped anywhere, it must be stopped

everywhere. Thus the U.N. decided when it gave its support to defend
the Republic of Korea against the Communist attack.

UNATIONS
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38th Parallel Line

Through all of the long history of the Far East, it has generally

been true that when Korea was fully independent, North Asia has been

peaceful. When Korea has been dominated by one of its three power-

ful neighbors — Japan, China, and Siberian Russia — that same power
has been able to dominate the entire area of Asia, down at least to

the Himalaya Mountains. One striking modern instance of this historic

fact is that after Japan’s annexation of Korea in 1910 (following the

Russo-Japanese War), Japan was able to move on to the conquest of

Manchuria, the occupation of much of China, and the attack on Pearl

Harbor and Southeast Asia.

Another instance arose from the unfortunate war-time agreement

to divide Korea at the 38th parallel, admitting Russian military power
into northern Korea. The rapid conquest of China by Communist
forces and the attack against South Korea on June 25, 1950 followed.

The United Nations has sought since November, 1947, to restore Korea

as a united, independent, and democratic nation.

To Paul Hoffman, Korea is “a bastion of democracy in Asia.”

The late Sumner Welles expressed this judgment: “With the restora-

tion of Korean independence, one of the great crimes of the Twentieth

Century will have been rectified, and another stabilizing factor will

have been added to the new international system which must be con-

structed in the Pacific.”

i.
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Travelers to Korea in former years have often noted the beauty of the

scenery, the serenity of the people, the fruitfulness of the land. These
girls picking apples in the Taegu area symbolize the Korea that has been
and that, after the devastation of the war is repaired, yet shall be again.
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N VARIED mineral and coal deposits, and in hydro-electric power
potential, Korea has all the resources except oil for extensive indus-

trial development. Among its basic resources are coal, iron, gold,

silver, copper, lead, zinc, tungsten, lithium, mica, nickel, barytes, molyb-

denum, magnesite, alum, shale, graphite, flourospar, kaolin and timber.

In 1939 Korea was third in the world in fisheries exports. Its

11,000 mile coastline, and the juncture of warm and cold currents

along its coasts make it an ideal base for marine life. Its waters con-

tain 75 kinds of edible fish, 20 kinds of edible shellfish, and 25 other

kinds of commercial sea animals and plants.

The cultivated portion of Korea is 11,034,342 acres (as of 1936)

as compared with 14,907,973 acres in the almost twice as large area

of Japan. Rice comprises 58.9 per cent of all crops. A frost-free period

of 130 days in the northern interior, and 226 days in the southeast pro-

vides a long growing season, permitting for some land three harvests

in one season.

Pupking Chemical Plant Where Carbon,
Carbide and Nitogen Were Manufactured

U. S. Army Sicn>l Corpi.



Like other nations, Korea will solve its economic problems only

as it develops an industrial potential capable of pr^ucing a fair

standard of living for all its people. Civilization has made its most

notable advances as the machine has become the servant of man.

Factories produce consumers goods and provide job-income from

which to purchase them. With Korea’s natural and human resources,

it contains the basis for extensive industrialization from which to supply

the needs of its own people and to export goods in sufficient quantities

to pay for its essential imports.

Hus is the goal both of the U. s. Army Photograph

Republic of Korea govern-

ment and of the United Na-

tions, which has initiated a

plan to make Korea a "model

progressive democracy” in the

Far East.

Iron Works Furnace

At Samchok



Voting Booths

Under the auspices of the United Nations Korea entered into a

new era of democratic government. The long stalemate in Russian-

American negotiations over the future of Korea was broken on Sep-

tember 17, 1947, when the Korean question was accepted on the agenda
of the United Nations. On November 14, 1947, the General Assembly
voted to hold an election in all Korea. On May 10, 1948, an election

was held in the area south of the 38th parallel (Russia having flatly

refused to permit participation by the north) and 92 per cent of all

adults poured out to vote under United Nations observation. Women
exercised the ballot and actually out-numbered the men in the voting.

The Republic of Korea was formally inaugurated on August 15,

1948. A second election was held in the Republic on May 30, 1950,

with 86 per cent of all eligible adults electing 210 National Assembly-
men from a slate of 2,052 candidates. One hundred seats have been
kept vacant in the Assembly to be filled by elections to be held north

of the 38th parallel line as soon as conditions permit. President Syng-
man Rhee was elected to a four-year term, expiring on August 15, 1952,

by a vote in the National Assembly of 180 to 16.





What was accomplished to improve education in Korea

may be indicated by these figures:

(1) An expansion of primary school enrollment from about IM

million in 1945 to 2M million in 1948; an increase in primary school

teachers from 13,782 in 1945 to 34,757 in 1948; and an increase in the

number of primary schools from 2,694 in 1945 to 3,442 in 1948.

(2) An increase in the number of Middle Schools from 252 in 1945

to 423 in 1948; with Korean enrollment increasing from 62,136 in 1945

to 226,960 in 1948, and of Korean Middle School teachers from 833

to 8,238.

(3) Expansion of collegiate-grade institutions from 19 in 1945

to 29 in 1948, with Korean enrollment increasing from 3,039 to 21,250.

(4) An adult education program that increased the proportion of

the adult population able to read the Korean script, Hangul, from about

one-third in 1945 to an estinaated 8S% in 1^8.

(5) Inauguration of an on-tl^-job and technological training pro-

gram operated in most industries and government bureaus, with results

diflBcult to measure but widely praised by administrators as productive

of excellent eflBciency.



Korean Culture

“The easeful serenity and grace” of Korean ceramics has often

been noted by art experts, who have called Korean art “the most

classical in the Far East.” Buddhist statues, statuettes, temples, and

pagodas mirror a civilization dating from the sixth century. Korean
literature flourished so extensively that Chinese historians called Korea

“the land of scholars and gentiemen.” Upon this ancient base of

Buddhist, Confucian, and Taoist culture, Korea has built a solid super-

structure of Christianity, which has caused the country to be known in

missionary circles as “^e most Christian land in the Orient.”

U. 8. Armr Pbotorraph



Amida-Buddha,

Songto, Silla,

6th—9th century A. D.

Kwannon statuette,

Silla.

Amida-Buddha,

Yutjomsa. Kokuryo,

6th—9th century A. D.



Current information on Korea and the following materials are

available for free distribution:

The Republic of Korea Looks Ahead

Fifty Facts on Korea

Annotated Map of Korea

Packet of materials for schools

Single copies of each are sent upon request; quantities available

for educational organizations.

KOREAN PACIFIC PRESS

1620 Eye Street, N. W. Washington 6, D.C.
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AAundongie! AAundongie!
MAMIE GENE COLE HUSK

Based on a story by Rev. J. Kelly Unger, formerly Presbyterian (U.S.) Missionary

at tbe R. M. Wilson Leprosy Colony, Sooncbun, Korea.

My name is Pak Ser Pang. I was born in a quaint little piece of Mother

Earth on a tiny island off the Southern coast of Korea, My island home is

cut off from the usual rush and excitement of life. The days begin early and

last a long time because there is nothing but the ocean to hide the sun from

our flat land.

I ran around naked like the rest of the children in our village until I was

four or five years old, so the sun painted my bony yellow body a dark

tan. In the dirty streets of our tiny village we children played hopscotch,

swam in the blue ocean and dreamed of the world beyond the water, a world

we knew so little about.

Here my poor mother and father—ignorant, uncouth peasants, because they

{Leprosy Missions Digest
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never had a chance to learn better ways—eked out a hard living. Most of

the nights we went to bed hungry because our small paddy fields provided

just enough rice to keep us alive. This along with turnips from our little gar-

den and the fish we caught in the ocean made up our meals. There was sel-

dom enough food to stop the gnawing pain in our stomachs. All the people

on our island were ancestor worshippers because we had never heard about

any other god. My childish mind faced few problems, for all of life was

about the same. There was little or no planning except for food. That was

our one great problem; that and sickness—sickness brought on by hunger.

And there was no medicine to ease the pain.

When I was about fourteen years old I began to realize that I was sick.

Gradually I saw that I was losing my strength, and my appearance began to

trouble my parents and especially the neighbors. My hands became numb
and my feet felt far off. Then I began to have trouble seeing clearly. The

neighbors next door, just ten feet away, began to speak sharply to me and

order me out of their sight and away from their children. At first, I did not

understand because nobody told me. Then I noticed people whisper when

they saw me and point to their hands and feet and shake their heads. Often

they would cross the road or turn around and go the other way.

I tried to get off by myself as much as possible. I’d take long, lonely

walks and wonder what I ought do do. Then one day I heard some one call

out the tragic word which sets every Korean aghast; "Mundongie! Mun-

dongie!” (Leper! Leper!) I was horrified.

For centuries my people had believed that if the shadow of one w'ho had

leprosy fell on another, he too would become a victim of the disease. No won-

der my friends were shunning me! Mundongie! Mundongie! I was doomed.

Church,

R. M. Wilson

Leprosy

Colony,

Soonchun,

Korea



My parents also were shunned

by the neighbors and finally they

were ordered to send me away.

They were very sorry but they

too were ignorant about the dis-

ease and thought that somehow

I was guilty of angering the

gods. So they gathered my share

of rice and turnips, tied them

tightly in a cloth, placed the

package and me in a little boat

and shoved it off. I was told

never to return. I did not even

look back.

Though I was weak and sick

—my fingers turned up, my feet

warped, my eyes bleary and my
face swollen—

I
paddled slowly

and painfully on until I landed

the little boat on the coast of the

mainland of Korea. The "mun-

dongie look” had taken hold of

me so that all who saw me knew

at once that I had the terrible

disease. "Mundongie! Mundongie!” everybody said as I passed and cer-

tainly looked the part; felt it too.

Many people cursed me; others threw rocks at me. I was frightened and

utterly miserable. But I kept moving. Now and then some one talked to

me at a distance and asked me why I did not go to the Colony. "What is

that”.^ I asked. "A place for mundongies.” I tried to find out where it was

—without success, but always the voice said "Go on, go on.”

I met some other mundongies and they called the place of refuge "Heaven”

but they shook their heads sadly and said "No room. No room.” I hobbled

on and on. My rice and turnips were gone long ago. I begged for rice and

managed to keep alive for the several weeks it took me to reach Soonchun.

How wonderful! I saw the gate and wondered if they could take me in.

"Please, please,” I begged of the one at the gate. But he shook his head

sadly and said: "No room. I’m sorry. Only w'hen one dies can we take you.

No room. No room.”

As days passed the crowd around the gate grew. We would go away to beg

part of the time but we always came back early in the morning when the

gate keeper returned and when the "Jesus people” came out from the city

{Leprosy Missions Digest
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of Soonchun to visit the colony. Some of these were white people from

America who were called "Christians.” They spoke kindly to us and said

they hoped money would come from America so that they could build more

buildings and have more medicine and food. The place was like Heaven.

We heard the patients singing beautful songs they called hymns, that told

about a God of Love. I had never heard of a God of Love. But I knew that

if I ever got into that wonderful place I would learn all I could about a

God like that, who made people in America give money to buy food and

medicine and homes for people they had never seen; even mundongies.

Finally one afternoon the kind white doctor came to the gate and told

the keeper to let me in. "MeP” I could hardly believe it, I had waited so

long. But I hobbled over and inside the gate. The doctor patted me on the

shoulder and told me to go to the men’s section of the clinic. There they

took my name and told a boy to show me to my room where I would find

clean clothes and towel. He showed me where I could get a bath. How good

the clean water felt! I scrubbed and scrubbed. Then I put on clean clothes.

They burned my old rags. I’m glad to say. Then I went to the clinic for

my examination. That was the beginning, the glorious beginning.

A committee of elders and deacons from the church met me at the clinic

and took me back to my room where they talked with me about Jesus, God’s

Son, who died and rose again to save "whosoever will”
;
even mundongies.

I could hardly believe it but I wanted to believe it and fell to my knees and

cried, "God, Lord Jesus, be merciful to me, a sinful mundongie! Save me.”

He did save me, and from that night I have done everything I can to let

everybody I meet know I love the Lord Jesus.

I went to school and learned to read and write. They gave me a New
Testament, and I started memorizing it. I was so crippled and weak that I

could not do any real work so I spent most of my time reading and mem-
orizing. I learned the Gospel of St. Matthew, first; every word of it by

heart. I could recite it at one sitting. Then I learned St. Luke. Then
Romans; then Galatians; then Ephesians; then Philippinians; Colossians;

James, and First Timothy. It was all I could do and I loved doing it. Every

time there is a visitor at the Church they call on me to recite scripture. They

always have a time stopping me when I get started because I love to say the

words of God. He has done so much for me.

Yes, friends, when I was a beggar boy they spit on me and called me,

"Mundongie! Mundongie!” It made me very sad then. But if I had not

been a mundongie I would not have come to this wonderful place. They

threw stones at me along the road and yelled "Mundongie!” as I went to

the well. But now in this place we call "Heaven” all of us are brothers in

Christ. Praise God for it!

1

0
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KOREA: Spark to Set a World Afire?

By A. J. Muste

There are two short paragraphs m the opening

pages of Newsweek magazine for July 10, 1950, which when
placed side by side vividly suggest the mixed feelings the

American people have about the war in Korea and at the same
time outline the complicated character of the situation and the

problems it presents. The first of these paragraphs appeared

originally in Newsweek of April 24, 1950, and is reprinted in

the later issue as proof of the prophetic powers of the editors:

It can't be officially admitted but the U. S. is trapped in South Korea.
Its efforts to reform Syngman Rhee's government and build a satisfac-

tory anti-Communist bulwark hove been a dismal flop. Yet the U. S.

can't get out without handing the country to the Soviets. Any such
retreat would have a disastrous, perhaps fatal, effect on anti-Red
morale throughout Asia. So, unpleasant as the outlook is, the U. S.

will hove to hang on.

The second paragraph opens the magazine's special section

on The Korean War. It is headed "Uncle Sam Takes Role as

World Cop" and soys:

Never before had the United States risked so much in defense of

freedom. Never had the American people seemed so firmly united in

their approval of an audacious notional policy. Never had the nation's
prestige risen so high in the part of the world still free to admire
courageous knight errantry.

On the one hand, we are "trapped in South Korea." On the

other hand. Uncle Sam has become the brave and glamorous

cop on the global beat. We ore knights errant in a crusade for

freedom. Our prestige among "free peoples" has never been so

high. Never have the American people been "so firmly united

in their approval of an audacious national policy."
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When North Korean troops crossed the Thirty-eighth Parallel

into South Korea and President Truman a couple days later on

June 30 ordered American ground troops into that country, the

"cold war" ended. Admittedly Russia and the United States

now are engaged in a power-struggle, matching military might

with military might, all around the world. Politically the Tru-

man administration has committed the United States to World
War III, which is to say, to all-out war with the strongest

weapons that may be available, whenever in the opinion of

the White House and the Pentagon the developing world situ-

ation, the "security" and the "interests" of the United States,

require it. If the actions recently taken in Korea, Formosa, the

Philippines and Indo-China in accord with the President's

policy statement of June 27, 1950, were "inevitable" and re-

quired by the "national honor" of the United States, at another

moment all-out war will similarly be "inevitable" and required

by the "national honor."

Psychologically and spiritually the American people, if they

accept this explicit extension to the entire planet of the "Tru-

man doctrine" of "containment of Russia and communism by

force," have also committed themselves to World War III.

To say this is not to soy that all-out war will break out next

week, next month, or even next year. Chronologically full-scale

war may still be some distance away, though even in this sense

the situation is ominous. Commentators hove suggested that

the "real" beginning of World War II was the Japanese inva-

sion of Manchuria in 1931, and the failure of the democratic

nations to take collective action against it, or Mussolini's attack

on Ethiopia in 1935, or the Spanish Civil War in 1936. These

events took place thirteen, seventeen and eighteen years re-

spectively after the Armistice of 1918. Korea of 1950 is less than

five years after V-J Day! Thus has the pace of world events in

the Atomic Age been accelerated.

Clearly we need to get the best possible understanding of

the present world situation, of what underlies it, of how we
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should react to it, of what may yet be done to avert catastrophe

or to salvage what is worthy of preservation from the whirlwind

being produced by the wind men have sown.

Recent Events

Korea was "liberated" from the Japanese at the end of

World War II. Under a war-time agreement between the United

States and the Soviet Union, the former occupied the southern

end of the peninsula and accepted the surrender of the Japa-

nese forces there. Russia functioned similarly north of the

Thirty-eighth Parallel. This arrangement was to remain in force

only until a unified and independent government could be

established for the whole country.

Each occupying nation functioned according to its own pat-

tern in such matters during the transition period. The Soviet

Union ruthlessly eliminated the Japanese business men and
landlords. They promoted the organization of unions of peas-

ants and industrial workers and so far as North Koreans were

permitted to exercise economic and political power, it was in

the hands of these unions. Industries were transferred from

private to public ownership. Land was widely distributed to

the peasants. All this was done under the guidance of the

Communist Party, which was rapidly built up under Moscow
leadership and which in its disciplined fashion exercised final

power in the unions, the government, among the police, and
later the army, and so on. Dissenting elements were purged.

In South Korea the American forces from the outset worked
largely through Syngman Rhee, elder statesman and symbol

of the Korean independence movement especially to the out-

side world. He had lived in exile for many years. His thinking

was in terms of nineteenth century western democracy and a
free enterprise economy and he was out of touch with the

masses who had lived in Korea during the harsh Japanese

occupation and with the ideas, including Communistic ones.
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which had spread among them. On Rhee's advice the distribu-

tion of land to the peasants was for the most port postponed
until a Korean government should be established. Any peasant

could see the difference between the land policy in South

Korea and in the North. The American Occupation had direc-

tives to encourage organization of workers and peasants but

Rhee did not want strong bona fide unions, and the Occupation

authorities (military) were primarily concerned about main-

taining order. The presence and intense activity of Communists
in the unions seems to them sufficient warrant for following

Rhee's line of suppressing independent, and encouraging com-

pany, unions.

All Koreans were in the meantime agreed upon one thing,

namely, that they wanted a united country with its own inde-

pendent government. This was also ostensibly the objective of

the two Occupying Powers. The continued division between
the industrial north with a population of about nine million and
the food-producing south with twenty million, was and is eco-

nomic and political nonsense.

Russia and the Communists advocated both in North and
South Korea the setting up of a coalition government in which

virtually all parties would be represented. They were intent,

however, on keeping out of the coalition, if possible, groups

like Syngmon Rhee's which were intransigently anti-Russian

and anti-Communist. Experience in European satellite countries

has demonstrated, furthermore, that the strictly-disciplined

Communist Party always dominates such coalitions and before

very long openly takes over.

For a time American policy in South Korea also favored the

coalition idea, though the Occupation authorities wanted the

Communists kept down and wanted in Korea a government

which would not be "unfriendly" to the United States.

The two men on whom the United States depended to carry

through the coalition policy in South Korea were a popular
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non-Communist leftist, Lyuh Woon Hyung, and Kim Kiu Sic,

an American-educated, highly respected Presbyterian elder

who had been vice-premier in Syngman Rhee's government in

exile. The two met for the first time on June 14, 1946 at the

home of a political adviser to U. S. Commander Lt. General

John R. Hodge. For a time discussions proceeded hopefully.

Then worker and peasant discontent with the policy previously

described expressed itself in strikes. Syngman Rhee's tough

youth corps and Korean police, largely retained from the brutal

Japanese regime, joined with American troops in violent sup-

pression which led to riots and more suppression. Mass arrests

and police raids shattered the unions and all leftist parties.

Lyuh remained independent but the remnants of his party felt

they had no alternative but to go underground and join the

Communists. Both Kim and Lyuh denounced as a force the

election for a provisional South Korean legislature which was
held under these conditions. In response to Kim's demand that

the elections be annulled Gen. Hodge appointed some centrists

to seats in the legislature and hope for a moderate government
was kept flickering. In the spring of 1947 when the U.S.-U.S.S.R.

Joint Commission reconvened in an attempt to establish an
all-Korean government, Kim and Lyuh tried once more. But on

July 19 a rightist assassin shot down Lyuh on the street in

Seoul. Hopes for a moderate course were at on end. The

United States was committed to the support of Rhee's regime.*

It was in the context of such developments that the Russian-

sponsored government was set up in North Korea and the

U.S.-U.N.-sponsored government in the South. Russia withdrew

her troops in December 1948 except for a military mission num-
bering about 3,500. The United States withdrew her troops in

June 1949 except for a military mission of about 500. Both have

supplied military aid to their respective "puppets."

*A detailed running account of these developments is found in The Compass, July 13,

1950, and in preceding and following issues. The series is written by Hugh Deane
who served in U. S. Now for four years as Japanese language officer, wrote broad-
casts to the Orient for OWI, and visited South Korea in 1947-8. Other newspapers
and periodicals furnish abundant corroborating documentation.
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It is only as this background is kept in mind that anything

like a balanced view of the developments which occurred

toward the end of this June is possible. So for as this imme-
diate situation in Korea is concerned, the weight of the avail-

able evidence seems to be with those who charge the North

Korean republic with being the "aggressor." However, it is

notoriously difficult in such situations to determine which "in-

cidents" among many precipitated the conflict and who is

"responsible" for such incidents. Each side engages in what
the other side regards as "provocations" and they may well be
just that. The North Korean government has made no secret of

its conviction that Korea should be united and could only be

united under a so-called coalition, but actually Communist-

controlled, regime. It has proclaimed its duty to "liberate" the

oppressed South Koreans, if necessary by force. Communists
have engaged in intense and often violent activity against the

Syngmon Rhee regime in South Korea.

That regime on its part has continued to pile up a sorry

record. William Costello, director of news broadcasting for the

Far Eastern Division, Columbia Broadcasting System, recently

returned from a four-year tour of duty in Asia, writes* of "a

motley assortment of expatriates, collaborators (with the Japa-

nese occupation). Fascist reactionaries, professional assassins

and confused intellectuals" in speaking of the Rhee regime. The

regime's purging of Communists was carried out in such a way
that the public hates "Syngmon Rhee's police; thousands of

Korean peasants who have suffered from the brutality and

rapacity of the police would welcome an opportunity to turn

on them." Syngmon Rhee, whose party was decisively defeated

in an election some weeks ago but who still wields power, has

proclaimed his intention to "liberate" the poor North Koreans.

On July 14 Brigadier General William L. Roberts, head of the

U. S. Military Mission in Korea for twenty-six months stated'

‘New Republic, July 10, 1950

tA P. dispatch New York Times, July 15, 1950
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that the South Korean government did not get heavy military

equipment before the recent large-scale fighting broke out

chiefly because it had a strong desire to attack North Korea.

"This placed us in a skittish position," General Roberts ex-

plained. "To prevent the South Koreans from attacking, we
gave them no combat air force, no tanks and no heavy artillery."

Clearly North Korea is in the immediate sense the "aggres-

sor." Its troops are on South Korean soil engaged in obviously

well planned military operations. Pacifists of all people will not

regard this lightly. Neither is there evidence that in the imme-
diate situation on the Thirty-eighth Parallel the United States

engaged in any provocation. But one can hardly be certain

that the Rhee regime engaged in none. One suspects that he

may have wanted intervention to save his regime and may not

have made much of an effort to prevent a situation that would
lead to intervention.

The union which the North Koreans on their part offer is un-

questionably one that would have involved Communist control,

but maybe the ordinary Korean would prefer that to long

drawn out war or another occupation.

Whatever our further analysis may show, what we hove
already recorded makes it clear that American troops in Korea
are hardly engaged in a perfectly simple police action to save

an innocent pedestrian going on a lawful and beneficent er-

rand from a bandit. There is surely reason for questioning

whether the calculated risk of global war is rational or right

under the circumstances.

Is This Police Action?

The steps taken by the United States in the Korean crisis

are justified primarily, however, as "police" or "collective

security" action against an "aggressor." Russia, it is declared,

through its puppet North Korea, is engaged in "aggression"
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against South Korea and the democratic or "peace-loving"

nations. North Korean troops ore on South Korean soil.

It is conceivable, the argument continues, that Russia and/or

North Korea hove genuine grievances, but these should not be

adjusted by unilateral military measures. Differences among
nations should be settled by diplomacy and negotiation, pref-

erably through the United Nations. "Peace-loving" nations

must demonstrate unmistakably that no nation can get envoy

with an attempt to settle some crucial issue by force.

Many hold that this case for "police" action is practically

unassailable because of the stand taken by the United Nations

Security Council. The United Nations, they contend, as the

organization set up to maintain peace had a clear duty to

order North Korean troops to cease fire and retire behind Par-

allel Thirty-eight. When this order was disregarded, the Se-

curity Council called on the United States and other nations to

furnish military aid to stop the "aggression." It is under United

Nations auspices, therefore, that the United States is proceed-

ing to take the necessary "police" action. General MacArthur,

pursuant to a United Nations request that the United States

designate a commander in Korea, has been so designated. The

United Nations flag flies beside the American flag over Korean

battlefields. "The case," people say, "is as simple as that."

At the outset it is worth noting that even if the case were

essentially os the exponents of American policy describe it, the

action being taken is military and not "police" action in the

usual sense of the term. Soldiers and bombing planes ore

fighting against other soldiers and against civilians. The "po-

lice" do not look and act like London bobbies or New York's

"finest." It is war and it may be the spark that sets off World

War III, as is indeed generally admitted. Whatever the merits

of the argument that the war is a righteous one, we deceive

ourselves by describing the fighting in Korea by a supposed

analogy with police action.
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Intervention in Civil War

Another important aspect of the Korean situation is

that in a very real sense this is a civil war, attempting to

achieve national unity under one or another of two competing

regimes. That comparatively little attention has been paid to

this fact is unfortunate and probably symptomatic, since it is

another instance of a pattern that shows up in nearly every

recurring crisis, especially in the Orient. Such a war raged in

China for many years. One is going on openly in Indo-China

and another just below the surface in Iron.

Less than a century ago the United States was embroiled in

Civil War in which national unity and competing economic

systems were basic factors. The issue of foreign meddling in

that civil conflict was a very sore one. Most Americans would

now agree that it would have been most unfortunate if Great

Britain had intervened, as influential elements in that country

wanted to do. The North certainly would hove regarded inter-

vention as on act of war. Perhaps Americans ought to ponder

this analogy between an episode in their own history and what

is taking place in Korea rather than concentrating exclusively

on the "police" action analogy.

The fact is that neither the United States nor the United

Nations would have intervened in the Korean civil war today

if they did not regard it os on episode in the power-struggle

between Russia and the United States. The "national interests"

and the "security" of the United States ore involved and it is

assumed that this is the paramount consideration for any
nation.

It has long been recognized that domination of Europe by
one power would harm the "interests" and imperil the "se-

curity" of the United States. Germany under the Kaiser and
again under Hitler sought to establish itself os such a power
on the European continent. The United States "had to" fight

two world wars to prevent that. If it had not done that, it

would have become an "inferior" power.
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The Power Conflict

Now THE "INTERESTS" and "security" of this country are

involved, it is argued, in Europe, in the Pacific and in fact all

over the world. The place of Germany as the threat to world

peace has been token in American propaganda by Russia.

President Truman in the policy statement of June 27, 1950,

makes this perfectly explicit and couples with the United Na-

tions police action in Korea other moves that are frankly

American moves in the global conflict with Russia. Thus he

announces that an American fleet is being sent to Formosa,

and that the deposed Nationalist Government of China now
located on that island—whose representation in the United

Nations the United States still recognizes and defends—has

been ordered not to carry on military operations against the

Chinese mainland held by the Communists. "The determination

of the future status of Formosa"—which for the present is made
a de facto military base and word or puppet of the United

States
—

"must await the restoration of security in the Pacific."

This is frankly on the ground that "the occupation of For-

mosa by Communist forces would be a direct threat to the

security of the Pacific and to United States forces performing

their lawful and necessary fxmctions in that area." (Use of the

term "Communist" here, of course, serves as a warning both

to Russia and to the Chinese Communist government which

admittedly is the functioning government on the entire Chinese

mainland and has plenty of grounds for contending that For-

mosa belongs to China.) The functions of American troops so

far away from home are "lawful," presumably on account of

the American victory over Japan in World War II, and "neces-

sary" for American "interests" and "security."

John Foster Dulles pointed to the same kind of consideration

in a radio address on his recent return from Korea and Japan.*

He had gone to Japan to discuss a projected treaty between

“New York Times, July 2, 1950
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that country and the United States. Spokesmen for the Admin-

istration had made it clear that in connection with such a

treaty a prime consideration must be the "security" of Japan

against Russian attack. Since with the consent if not on the

initiative of the United States Occupation authorities, Japan

had a clause in its constitution eliminating any military estab-

lishment whatever, it had also been made clear that the United

States would "have to" provide Japan with the "security"

which on unarmed nation would "of course" lack. This in turn

meant bases for the United States in Japan.

Against this background Mr. Dulles pointed out that Russia

already held the island of Sakhalin to the north of Japan and
that Korea is very close to the southern part of Japan. "Thus,

if the Communists have . . . Sakhalin . . . also Korea . . . Japan

would be between the upper and lower jaws of the Russian

bear. That obviously would make it more difficult to provide

the Japanese people with security." And according to current

American foreign policy the United States must furnish the

Japanese with this "security" since the "security" of the United

States takes in the whole Pacific area, and Japan, as everyone

knows, is in that area. There is good reason to suppose that

the Kremlin's move to consolidate the Russian position in

Korea, i.e., on the Asiatic mainland, may have been made to

counter the American move to consolidate its power position

in Japan.

Thus it is that realistic consideration of the Korean crisis

and how to deal with it must give adequate weight to this

basic fact that two vast, dynamic, powerful nations—the Soviet

Union and the United States—armed with more destructive and
diabolical weapons than nations have ever possessed in the

past, ore locked in a struggle of power all around the world.

The governments and the peoples of these two countries are

admittedly seeking to defend and promote the "interests" and
"security" of their respective national states. Each group con-

tends that in so doing it is acting in the best interest of other
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peoples and on behalf of a way of life which alone is truly

good, whereas the other nation is acting against the interests

of mankind and for on evil and enslaving way of life. Unbiased
observers question and discount the claims of each in this

regard.

In fact, on occasion each disregards the sacredness of its

own "faith" and the need of defending it against, and keeping

itself separate from, those who will not embrace it. Thus Russia

and the United States were themselves allies in war not long

ago. The United States during the war sent more than eleven

billion dollars' worth of lend-lease material to Stalin's Com-
munist dictatorship and thus helped to save the Communist
dictatorship from destruction.

Building Up Enemies

IN^OREOVER, whatever these "interests" and this "secu-

rity" may be, the conflict on behalf of them periodically leads

this notion to help build up another nation whose people

Americans must later war against because it has become a
threat to American "interests" and "security." Thus we helped

to build up Japan and sent munitions to its war-lords, and
then sent American boys to fight Japanese and be killed, in

some cases with American shells. In much the same way the

United States fought Germany in World War I, helped rebuild

German military power even under the Nazis, then fought

Germany again, and now once more is engaged in rebuilding it.

In the course of World War II we helped make Stalin co-

victor in the greatest war in history and save the Russian dic-

tatorship. Now on behalf of these same American "interests"

and "security" American boys must war against Koreans and

tomorrow perhaps Russians. Indeed we are admittedly killing

North Koreans in order to limit or weaken the power position

of Stalin and the Russians. It is hard to ovoid asking whether

this power-struggle between rival nation-states is not totally

irrational.
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Moreover, when we are dealing with this power rivalry, the

case for each nation appears equally good or bad, as one

chooses to put it. If the United States "has" to expand across

an entire continent and in political or power terms "has" to

make the Atlantic and the Pacific and assorted seas including

those around Japan, Formosa and China, American lakes, why
does not Russia "have" to expand across an entire continent

and build up "security" zones in eastern and central Europe,

in China, Korea, perhaps Iron and a few other spots? If the

United States has any business in South Korea, why not Russia

in North? Or, one might even say, if the United States has in-

terests in Japan and its security requires American troops there,

why has not Russia interests in Mexico,and Canada and why
might not her security require the presence of some dependable

Russian, or at least Mexican and Canadian Communist troops

there? Or if Russia ought to keep out of Mexico and Canada,
why should not the United States keep on its side of the Pacific?

If another gun or A-bomb in the Russian arsenal is a threat to

this country, why is not another gun or A-bomb in the Ameri-

can arsenal an equal threat against Russia?

Moreover, in this context the question of who is the "aggres-

sor" in any specific action is always, from one standpoint, a

very minor one, though each nation tries very hard to fasten

that label on its adversary. The question is minor because in

the nature of this power-rivalry each nation is an "aggressor"

against the other and is invariably so regarded by the other.

If one makes a move that alters the power-situation, the other

"must" make a counter-move. If it is to the "advantage" of one

to hold a certain territory, or to have a certain government in

office in another nation, it automatically becomes the "advan-

tage" of the other to change the set-up. On this level, the de-

bate between two nations or groups of nations is a debate

about power. It will be settled as such "debates" always ore,

in terms of power, which is to say on the battlefield.
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There is considerable opinion in American political and mili-

tary circles that this is the situation, but it is coupled with the

conviction that the only thing a nation can do in such a situa-

tion is to fight. The exponents of this view, if reminded that

nations may lose as well as win and that each in the end does

lose, would probably contend that this is still the proper way for

a nation to behave or that, in any case, it is the only way a
nation can behave. They go on to argue that this time the

United States will win precisely because it and the nations

allied with it have taken decisive "collective action" in time.

This the "democratic" nations, it is said, failed to do against

the Japanese warlords in 1931, and against Mussolini, Hitler

and Franco a little later.

Is Victory Assured?

In the first place, the United States starts off at a consider-

able disadvantage. What people mean when they say the

United States was "trapped in Korea" is partly that the military

preferred not to try to hold Korea against Russia and very

likely do not believe that it can be held if Russia is determined.

It is easily available to Russia and Communist China by land.

It is very for away from America and approachable from

American bases only by tying up sea and air transport that

might at any moment be desperately needed elsewhere. It is

good terrain for the kind of guerilla war at which Communist-

trained North Koreans ore adept.

Secondly, in Korea, China and Indo-China, the United States

is intervening in civil wars a very long way from home. The

nation that does this is virtually always highly unpopular, to

some extent on both sides.

Third, this is intervention by a "white" nation, identified with

western conquest of Asia in the past, and if there is one thing

certain about the Asiatics it is that they want westerners out

of there. Fourth, American "intervention" is on the side of un-

popular regimes such as that of Bao Dai, Chiang Kai-Shek and
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Syngman Rhee. Tied up with such regimes the United States

is at a disadvantage compared with Russia, which is for im-

mediate abolition of them. The experience with the support

America gave to the Nationalist regime in China seems to

prove pretty conclusively that the Asiatic masses cannot be

kept from going Communist by military measures.

One or two additional comments may be made at this time

on the idea that America and its allies will stave off a war or

win it because they ore applying force in time. The first is that

the argument that Mussolini, Hitler, and the Japanese mili-

tarists would have been "stopped" if only "collective" meas-

ures had been applied at the start is a speculation. It is quite

possible that a show of force would have halted these "aggres-

sors" temporarily at this point or that. But if fundamental politi-

cal and economic difficulties had not been remedied, the

conditions that produced Nazism in Germany, for example,

would have broken out in another place and form as surely as

an overcharge of steam will blow out a boiler at one spot if

not at another. The assumption that the western nations, if they

had stopped Hitler in the Saar, would have proceeded to rem-

edy the evils that begot and nurtured Nazism is not supported

by history, or by the recent behavior of these nations after they

gained a complete victory over the Nazi regime.

The argument stands on shaky legs in another respect. Rus-

sia today is hardly a totalitarianism "on the make," in the

early, comparatively feeble stage of expansionism, like the

Japanese in 1931, Italy in 1935, or even Hitler in the Middle

Thirties. The effort to contain Russia and communism by force

has, with only a brief interval, been the policy of Western

nations since the Revolution of 1917. There seems little reason

to believe that the policy on which, or in spite of which, the

Stalinist regime evidently thrived from 1917-39, under the

power-relationships of that period, will prove magically suc-

cessful in 1950 when the Russian power position is, relatively

and absolutely, vastly more favorable.
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It is entirely possible, ol course, that a suflicient show of lorce

might result in a temporary stabilization of United States-

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics relationships, and the pos-

sibility that open warfare may be confined to Korea cannot yet

be finally ruled out. However, the history of the lost five years

of Russian expansionism and persistent prosecution of the "war
of nerves" does not give any grounds for optimism. It seems at

the moment much more likely that as in Korea, so at other

points, the pace of the conflict will be stepped up.

Even if a temporary stabilization should take place, how-
ever, this will not prove that Russia can be intimidated into

backing down and making real peace, any more than Russia

is going to be able to intimidate the United States, if it should,

for example, experience a decisive defeat in Korea, into really

giving up rather than redoubling its preparations for the ulti-

mate showdown.

Shall We Drop That Bomb?

Such a SHOWDOWN would be with atomic and possibly

biological weapons. Presumably the United States still has the

advantage over Russia in atomic stockpiling. Winston Church-

ill and others see this advantage as offsetting the disadvan-

tages of long lines of communication to which we have referred,

and voices are raised in Parliament and Congress suggesting

that it might be best for the United States to drop a few atomic

bombs on North Korea if that country and Russia do not

shortly—and after solemn warning—abandon their "aggres-

sive" conduct. If, it is argued, this is the only way to prove

that "aggression" must stop, then that is better than to undergo

virtually unendurable tension for another period, only to have

an all-out war when Russia is no longer at a disadvantage in

atomic armament.

It is to be feared that this line of reasoning will have on in-

creasing appeal as time goes on for many people, including

some in authority. Nevertheless, to resort to atomic bombing or
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the serious threat of it in Asia would be playing straight into

Stalin's hands. It may even be that the Kremlin might be

deliberately baiting President Truman to add the atomic bomb-

ing of Korea to that of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. For the Asi-

atic and African masses such an act would forever "prove" the

Stalinist contention that it is the Americans who are the ruthless

warmongers who will stop at nothing. It might hasten rather

than postpone general war. It would not eliminate the ultimate

showdown, even if it did postpone it, and it would insure that

that showdown would be even more savage.

We conclude, then, that in this context of the power conflict,

global war is the outcome and that there is no assurance that

in this war the victor—if there be a victor, and whatever "vic-

tory" may mean—will be the United States.

Who Is the Aggressor?

As WE INDICATED EARLIER, Americans ore also concerned

about political and moral issues in connection with the present

crisis, and about two of these it is necessary to say something

more. One is the element of "aggression" and whether men
and nations are not bound, at almost any cost, to end it; the

other has to do with the menace of Communist totalitarianism.

We have said all that needs, for present purposes, to be said

in this connection about North and South Korea. Here we have
to consider briefly the charge that in the world generally and
in Korea in particular Russia is the "aggressor." The writer

certainly has no doubt that she is cm aggressor. But the reader

will recall what was said earlier about the power rivalry be-

tween the United States and Russia. "For isolationists," as

someone once said, "these Americans do certainly get around."

Consider also that the United States is a nation that has, or

thinks it has, preponderant power. It is extremely wealthy. Its

citizens have large amounts of capital they want to invest. Con-
sequently, it does not want to be disturbed; the status quo suits
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US Americans and we just want everything to be quiet and
peaceful. We are convinced that our super-armaments exist

only to maintain the peace, and not to enable us to hong on

—

even at the risk of a world war—-to what we hove. It seems

obvious to us that anyone who wonts to upset this ideal situ-

ation is an "aggressor," a bandit and a Bolshevik.

But there are impoverished masses who are determined to

upset this situation and we have given no indication that we
might be willing to lower our standard of living temporarily in

order to help raise theirs. Russia, on its part, does not see itself

as we see it. It sees itself as "the liberator of colonial peoples"

—who often agree with that estimate rather than with ours

—

and as a rising, healthy nation destined to take the place of a

nation that will not adapt itself to the new age and is destined to

follow Babylon, Rome and Britain into oblivion or insignficonce.

Nor is the situation altered by citing the Russian refusal to

accept the Baruch plan, its walking out of the United Nations

because other nations refuse to recognize the de facto Com-
munist government of China, and so on. These matters have

been dealt with elsewhere.* Let it suffice to put it that Russia

refuses to accept majority decisions in a United Nations dom-

inated by non-Communist nations. Then let us ask whether the

United States would become a "law-abiding" member of a

United Nations dominated by Communist nations. If so, why
do we still back Nationalist China's representative in the

United Nations and let him vote sanctions against Communist

North Korea, while refusing to recognize the de facto govern-

ment of the most populous nation on earth?

We seem to be "trapped," to use Newsweek's expressive

phrase. To let Russia go on is to invite war, but to stop her by

force is also to invite war. Either course would be an episode

on the way to World War III.

‘America. Russia and the Bomb, National Council Against Conscription, 2Sf.

What Would Pacifists Do About Dictators?, A. J. Muste, Fellowship, 10<.
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What About the UN?

All this has a vital bearing on what is happening in

and to the United Nations. The course it has taken cannot in the

political and moral sense be characterized as simple, clean

police action, though many individuals intended it to be and
many more wished it to be. But even il it were, Russia does

not accept it as such. In fact, therefore, we have civil war, not

police action. Moreover, it is global civil war, and even if it is

in some degree a righteous or even holy war on "our" side,

the human race may be doomed and democratic and Christian

values will be destroyed if it runs its course.

The United Nations also, then, is "trapped." It might well

have been regarded as a laughing-stock by much of the world

if it had not called for military action in Korea. But by calling

for such action, it transformed itself into a war agency. It has

in fact decreed that World War III is to be known as the

United Nations' War Against Communism. On that basis the

masses in this country are to be led to accept, and have al-

ready largely accepted, the atomic war they have dreaded and
against which, ever since Hiroshima Day in 1945, they hove

felt a deep moral revulsion.

The Menace of Communism

In the absence of resistance or the readiness to resist to the

limit, an attempt might be made to impose communism on the

American people and, in the ordinary sense of the term might

succeed. "Appeasement" is no more likely to work in dealing

with the Kremlin than it did with Hitler Germany.

To all who believe in Christian and democratic values, os we
do, the struggle against totalitarianism of all kinds is a very

important one. Nevertheless, two world wars hove proved that

war does not stop communism. On the contrary war gives

communism its chance. The psychological tension, the social

upheaval and the material destruction of war prepare the soil

in which communism flourishes.
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Moreover, to multitudes in industrially backward countries,

communism represents the means of their liberation from feu-

dalism, landlordism and colonialism. The United States unfor-

tunately has often lined up with regimes which maintain or

at best ore very slow to remedy the very evils that the masses

are determined to end. The surest way to turn Asia over to

Stalin is to moke the struggle against the Communist way of

life synonymous with war waged by American troops on the

soil of Asiatic countries.

More fundamental still is a consideration that arises from

the very nature of democracy and the Christian way of life.

War, even atomic and biological war, may conceivably be on

instrument to serve the purposes of a totalitarian regime,

though it is more likely to destroy every nation that uses it.

But war, certainly in its modern form, can only poison and
destroy democracy. Christians or humanitarians who take up
atom bombs belie their own professions, cause a rent in their

own souls, and inflict an abysmal spiritual defeat upon them-

selves.

The Basic Facts

To SUM UP the situation with which the American people

are now confronted:

1. The United States is engaged in shooting war in Korea.

2. Back of the war in Korea is a titanic, global struggle of

power between Russia and the United States. Politically World

War III has started, although some time may yet intervene

before it becomes all-out war. For the American people the

question is whether to get out of or stay in this war. Each

individual American must now answer the question of whether

he will or will not take port in atomic and biological war.

3. In this war the United States suffers under a number of

handicaps and con by no means be sure of victory—whatever

"victory" in such a war may mean.
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4. The moral position of the United States in this conflict has

serious weaknesses. It was the United States which in 1945

made the unilateral decision to launch atomic war on the earth.

The fact that having done that we recoiled and, at least while

we thought we had the monopoly of the bomb and the know-

how of its construction, wanted to bring about international

control, does not wipe out Hiroshima and Nagasaki and all that

they mean in political and moral terms. When Russia decided

unilaterally to build its own stockpile, to accept control on its

own terms and at a time convenient to itself, and in the mean-
time to take the "calculated risk" of "having" to use the atomic

bomb when its "interests" or the cause of "world liberation"

require it, the moral position of the Russian regime became
bad, shockingly bad. This does not wipe out the fact that the

American moral position remains bad, shockingly bad: it

underscores it. And there are other weaknesses in our moral

position, too, such as our failure to use our resources and tech-

nology to raise the world standard of living, and our hoarding

food or letting it rot while others starve.

5. There is no longer a quick, easy, fairly cheap solution.

We ore now so for down the road to war that going on and

turning back ore both fearful operations. The enemy, Russia,

is powerful and determined, os is the United States. The power-

struggle having reached the stage it has, the Russians will take

advantage of every "weakness" on the port of their enemies.

Furthermore, Communist totalitarianism is itself a monstrous

evil which humanity should resist.

The Strategic Problem

The broad, strategic problem, then, is this: If the West
fails to resist. Communist totalitarianism may overrun the

earth. If the West continues to resist by the means of modern
warfare, this will lead to global war and chaos or the general

triumph of totalitarianism. Whatever the physical outcome,

spiritually the totalitorians would win.
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The make-the-best-of-both-worlds "solution" is that, on the

one hand, the United States should keep up its military "se-

curity" and not let Russia or its satellites get away with agres-

sion. On the other hand, we should improve our political

program: stop supporting undemocratic regimes in Asia, hove
racial equality at home, and so on.

This is the proposal of all the many varieties of liberals. It is

not new. It is what liberals have been advocating for four

decades. Riding these two horses going in opposite directions

does not work. When they try or pretend to do both, nations

always put their money and moral steam first into H-bombs,

and never hove enough of either left to do anything adequate

about economic rehabilitation and social change. Moreover,

military "necessity" leads to alliances with the very elements

that oppose all idealistic or progressive measures. With each

succeeding war a larger percentage of liberals line up for war
in the final showdown. This is what both the Communists and

the political and military leaders in the liberal's respective

countries calculated the liberals would do.

The Tactical Problem

The PAINFUL and frightening tactical problem that emerges

is this: Suppose a people like the American people were to

decide to draw back from being implicated in the atrocity of

atomic war, adopt a policy of creative use of their resources

and skills for truly liberating mankind, and rely on Gandhian

nonviolent resistance. Would not the Russian Communist

leaders at least at first distrust their sincerity? If during the

period when we were not yet organized and trained for non-

violent resistance, we did not "keep up our military defenses"

and refuse to "let Russia get away with aggression," would we
not be running a fearful risk?

Trapped

The honest answer to that question is an unqualified yes.

This is the ultimate sense in which we and mankind ore
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"trapped." We are sunk if we do not change our course radi-

cally and promptly. But we have to try to change under the

most difficult circumstances, when it may actually be "too late"

to change.

What does the pacifist say to this? In the first place, this

argument that to attempt a radical change of course now is

fearfully risky is the ultimate, most subtle and most debilitating

temptation. For Americans today it represents the snake that

hypnotizes the bird into impotent rigidity. To change the meta-

phor, it means seeing a man about to step over the edge into

a chasm and not telling him to stop and turn around before

taking that next step, because even if he tried to save himself,

it would not be certain that someone else might not push him

over. The fact is that the lateness of the hour and the conse-

quent viciousness of the trap in which we are caught should

lead us to summon all our energies now, without another

moment's delay.

'That Man May Live

But METAPHORS ore of only limited value and always par-

tially misleading. Basically the pacifist answer—the Christian

answer, the answer of all great religions—is this: The problem

is ultimately a spiritual one. Shall human beings survive as

human beings, shall a truly human existence continue on this

planet, or shall man descend below the level of the brute? Shall

men destroy man or shall they continue the work of creation

—

creation of a true civilization? If it helps to envisage the prob-

lem, let us say that the question is whether Communist totali-

tarianism shall drag the democratic and Christian peoples

down to its own level or whether spiritually they will refuse to

bow the knee to it, to call on Satan to cast out Satan.

If the American people today had the imagination, courage

and faith to launch the true human revolution, placing itself at

the service of mankind and practicing nonviolent resistance to

aggression and dictatorship, the price would be high, and it
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might be too late to avert vast catastrophes anyway. But lor a
nation to lay down its life for mankind and truth, in on attempt

to lead the world to a creative solution of the appeasement
versus war-to-end-wor impasse, would be an utterly different

historical deed than that of a nation which joined other nations

in atomic suicide and in greater or less degree goaded them
into it. If a nation were willing to risk destruction for peace

and truth, man as a human being rather than a brute would
have reasserted himself. Humanity as a spiritual reality would
live. Truth, decency, honor, courage would still live on earth

in the midst of madness. In time civilization could be rebuilt on

firmer and more beautiful lines than ever. In a profound sense

all the suffering and the travail of men might be redeemed.

Russians Are Human

And there is a possibility that if the Russians and Com-
munists faced a more profound revolution than their own,

espoused by men as ready as they to die for their faith but

refusing to kill or to hate, the catastrophe of world war might

be averted and the menace of totalitarianism soon dispelled.*

We have contended for years against political naivete in deal-

ing with the Russian leaders and the Communists. But they are

human beings, and sometimes we forget that, as perhaps they

often forget that we are human too. It is tremendously impor-

tant that Americans realize the extent to which they give occa-

sion for such doubts. Perhaps someone has to be very deeply

and courageously human in order to enable others also to be

true to themselves. And, on a quite simple and elementary

level, the ordinary Russian does not want atomic war any more

than the ordinary American.

If there is no nation to follow the course we hove suggested,

then the pacifist would say that it is all the more important that

smaller groups of people—pacifists, Christians, whoever they

*See Gandhi and Ihe H-Bomb by A. J. Muste, Fellowship, 15?

The Calculated Risk by Alfred Hassler, Fellowship, 5#.
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may be, all over the world—should follow that course, and

keep mankind as a spiritual entity olive in the midst of the

catastrophes and the moral disintegration that will sweep over

men and nations. Finally it is all the more important that one

man even if he stood alone, should stand apart, refuse to join

the compulsive march of the armies, and continue to be a man
rather than a dictator or a conscript in atomic war or a passive

automaton.

Action Program

A PROGRAM OF ACTION on this basis would include the

following:

1. Support of efforts to bring about a cessation of hostilities

in Korea and mediation of the issues in that situation and the

issues that underlie the East-West conflict. Pacifists should,

however, feel under a deep sense of responsibility in dealing

with specific mediation proposals. They have a moral right to

refuse any support to American military measures and to insist

that the United States should cease waging or preparing for

war, withdraw from the power-struggle and adopt a policy of

creative service to mankind. The moral right of pacifists to set

forth this radical gospel is conditional on their making it clear

that they issue the same call to Russia and other nations, and
on their being frank with their American fellow-citizens as to

what it may cost to pursue this course.

But pacifists ore on dangerous ground when they back up
political maneuvers, well-meaning and attractive as they may
be, which proceed from on entirely different philosophy. They
should scrupulously avoid putting the United States "on the

spot" vis-a-vis Russia in connection with proposals which es-

sentially aim to achieve a bargain between governments which
are still pursuing their respective interests and security, and
rely on military force. Jesus said, to the covetous man who
wanted Jesus to compel his brother to divide on inheritance,

"Who hath set me to be a judge and divider over you?" The
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rule should guide pacifists in their attitude toward the claims of

conflicting nation-states. Mediation and reconciliation may not

be the same thing, and it is reconciliation that is needed. Ap-
peasement and renunciation are not the same thing at all. It is

renunciation that we call for because there is no hope either in

appeasement or in counter-violence.

In the absence of a basic resolution of the power-struggle

mediation moves always will be tinged with considerations

growing out of that struggle; a nation will welcome or reject

mediation according as it interprets its own "interests" at the

moment. This will apply also to governments which proffer

mediation. The danger of another Munich must be remembered.

If hostilities should be suspended and some kind of mediation

begun, we should continue to watch critically whether the

basic power-struggle is eliminated. Otherwise, the "breathing-

spell" will be used to prepare more adequately for war.

2. Urging that the United Nations promptly cease to serve

as a war agency. Participation on one side in the war between

great powers can only destroy the United Nations. The United

Nations should exercise the only power it is capable of exer-

cising, the moral power it has as the voice of the longing of

men for peace. It must keep calling for an end of hostilities and
exploration of peaceful means of resolving conflict. At this

stage in the global conflict, this may offer slim hope; that is all

the more reason why that slim hope should be kept olive and

the one political world body that might be an agency of peace

not transformed into an agency of war.

3. Advocacy of abandonment by the United States of the

war method and adoption of a nonviolent program, including

racial equality at home and abroad, and a concentrated effort

at raising the standard of living of the masses, especially in

the so-called backward countries and in the lands of our "en-

emies." Uncle Sam, the soldier, should get out of Korea, lopcm

and the rest in order that Uncle Sam as the friend and enor-

mously skilled fellow worker may get in.
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4. Strenuous efforts to bring the challenge of pacifism to as

many individuals as possible and to get them to declare clearly

and publicly — in their families, neighborhoods, churches,

unions, before draft boards, etc. — their refusal to serve in

armies, to be conscripted, to make or transport munitions. They
should make it clear that they are as ready to defend human
life and democratic values and to oppose aggression by non-

violent means as they ore determined not to take port in war.

Such open and public adoption of the "conscientious objector"

position is essential because so long as the White House and
Pentagon believe that in a showdown the people will "go

along" with military measures, these agencies will continue to

prepare for war and to wage it. The only basis on which Tru-

man could do otherwise would be if he took a C.O. stand.

We believe he should—that it is the wisest, most patriotic and
human thing to do. But Truman is under no greater moral obli-

gation to do that than is any one of his fellow citizens.

5. Individuals and groups who reject the way of war should

go patiently about weaving strands of human fellowship wher-

ever they may be; easing suffering; seeking to remove injustice

and inequality; building the community of man in accordance

with the purpose of God. They should train themselves as

"soldiers of nonviolence" striving to deal with conflict situa-

tions. They should become missionaries, preachers of the gos-

pel of nonviolence and truth, all over the land and the world—
not least to Communists and peoples behind the Iron Curtain.

Thus by the word and by the deed, they would build the Inter-

national of man, the World Community, which alone will stand

in the Atomic Age that will certainly dissolve national powers
and all institutions that limit and exclude, and that set man
against man anywhere on the earth.
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KOREA LETTER

150 Fifth Avenue
New York 11, N.Y.
July 25 , 1950

Dear friends of Korea,

A month has now passed since the invasion started in Korea. There are some

things which should be reported to those who, with us at the Board of Missions, are

concerned for the welfare of Korea and for our Christian friends and missionary
undertakings there.

To take up the narrative as of about July 7th when last I wrote of these
matters, it should be confirmed (1) that in the early hours of the onslaught and in
the very path of the invaders, all but si:c of our Methodist missionaries in Korea
were safely evacuated to Japan, thanks to the amazing alertness and cooperation of
American military, diplomatic and transportation facilities; (2) that six missionaries
of our Board were quickly engulfed in the advance as it swept over Songdo (Kaesong)
which is so near the 3Sth parallel: the Rev. A. Kristian Jensen, the Rev. Lawrence
Zellers, Dr. Ernst Kisch, Miss Nell Dyer, Mss Bertha Smith, and Miss Helen Rosser,

R.K.; (3) that there was no truth in the report that Mrs. Frances Rogers Zellers was
with her husband in Songdo and therefore also made a prisoner, but that she is at

this writing with the other evacuees in Japan and soon to be brought to the United
States; (4) that all other Protestant missionaries were likewise evacuated to Japan,

except six men of the Northern Presbyterian and ten of the Southern Presbyterian
missions who were permitted to remain. It should be borne in mind, however, that all
of these were south of Seoul and therefore not involved in the quick capitulation of
the cities and countryside of central Korea. So far as is known no Protestant
missionary, except for the six Methodists designated above, remained in Korea north
of Taejon where the fighting has been so vicious of late; and none have returned to
their homes or work in or near Seoul.

Now let us consider some of the more recent developments. Almost all of
those evacuated were first taken to Fukuoka, on the island of Kyushu in southern
Japan. They were then deployed as rapidly as possible to other communities where
lodgings were available. As it happened, most of those of our Division of Foreign
Missions were taken to Osaka, and were then told that housing accommodations were
being made available at Kwansei Gakiiin, one of the fine educational institutions long
sponsored by Methodists, in the city of Nishinomiya.

After brief stays in Fukuoka and then in the hot spring resort of Beppu, most
of our Woman’s Division workers were located with other missionaries in Fukuoka,
Nagasaki, Tokyo and elsewhere. They can be reached by addressing letters, with air
mail postage in care of the W.D.C.S. at 150 Fifth Avenue, New York 11, N.Y. Fortu-
nately for all concerned. Secretary John C. Smith of the Presbyterian Board of
Missions was in Korea at the time of the invasion. In the interests of Protestant
cooperation, though not vdth any such eventuality in mind, we Methodists had com-
mended his leadership to all our workers there. Thus Dr. Smith was able to serve
both as a rallying point for all involved and as liaison with the various boards in
this country. He even threw all his American dollars in travelers’ checks into the
common pool and this enabled Presbyterians and Methodists alike to have at least
Five Dollars each with which to purchase things in the Army P-X on arrival in Japan.
We are thankful both for his help and for this degree of interdenominational fellow-
ship. Some Methodists are now inclined to call him ’’Bishop” Smith, but we do not
^vish thus to increase his worries.

Requests for additional copies and notification of change of address should always
mention the name of the missionary and he sent to Mr. William W. Reid,
Board of Missions and Church Extension, 150 Fifth Avenue, New York 11, New York.
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Of the twenty-five DFM missionaries, together with children, who were located
temporarily at Kwansei Gakuin, the following may be reported. For health and other
important reasons, permission has been given for the return to the United States of
the ReVo and lirs. Archer Turner, the Rev. and I^Irs. L. C. Brannon, the Rev, and Mrs,
M. 0\ Burkholder, and the families of the Rev. Carl Judy and the Rev. James H. Moore.

The others will, for the time being, remain in Japan. The newlywed Rev. and Mrs,

Lyman P. Taylor are spending part of the summer at a Youth Work Camp somewhere near

Tokyo and can be reached c/o Tokyo Foreign Missionaries, APO 500, c/o Postmaster,
San Francisco, Calif.

The others, temporarily at least, may be address at Kwansei Gakuin,

Nishinomiya, Japan, or c/o Foreign Missions Conf. of N.A., APO 317, c/o Postmaster,

San Francisco, Calif. In addition to those vdio are scheduled to return to this

country but who have not yet secured passage, there are in this group the following:

Rev, and Mrs. William E. Shaw
Rev. and Mrs. Charles A. Sauer

Rev. and Mrs. Charles D. Stokes
Rev. and Mrs. James Walton Spitzkeit
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Payne
Dr, Fred Manget
Mrs. A. K. (Maud) Jensen

For the present these faithful and hardy workers will be obtaining some rest
and relaxation following their arduous experiences. They desire to be as close as
possible to the land and the work they love, -and to keep themselves in readiness to
get back to Korea as quickly as possible vrfien the opportunity presents itself for
service there.

But missionaries cannot long remain idle, and already plans are on foot to
engage their time and energies in constructive pursuits. Some will probably accept
tasks assigned them by the Council of Cooperation, through which we Methodists par-
ticipate in the work of the united Church of Christian Japan. Certain teaching tasks
will be taken up as soon as school starts in September. Others are planning to render
long-needed service among the hundreds of thousands of Koreans in Japan»s larger
cities. And still others will be studying the Korean language in preparation for the
day of their return to the peninsula.

The chief concern of these magnificent "refugees” at the moment is for
clothes and the other personal effects which they had to leave behird them in Korea.
Shelter may be found for them in Japan, and household furnishings may now be secured
there. However, it should be known by all who love and care for them that they were
obliged to walk out of their homes with no more than a single suitcase, and some not
even with that. Though the mission board will expect to help them in their financial
losses, there is need right now for such aid as friends and supporters can give to
provide many of the personal effects which American people need wherever they are.
Gifts may of course be sent direct, but it may be well to give assurance here that
money may be sent through the Board when properly marked a personal gift or may be
forwarded as a general gift to help the Board meet the very great cost of this whole
evacuation.

Indeed, all our supporting churches and friends should bear in mind that we

and these missionaries shall now be needing funds that would not otherwise be neces-
sary. Therefore, the present is no time for reducing mission support or Advance
Fund giving for Korea, just because our workers are not there. Certainly, we are not

permanently out of Korea; but we should now be accumulating reserves for the day
when Christ and His Church may again assume leadership among the Korean people.

Again, we should keep in mind that relief and rehabilitation will be Koreans

greatest need vdien we can again render Christian service there. Even now some of

the Presbyterian missionaries who were able to remain in the very south of the pe-
ninsula are giving aid to the millions of refugees from the North, and are calling
for more workers and financial aid. For this service our own missionaries will also

soon be returning to Korea, and we iriust be prepared to give large support to their
ministering hands.

Such aid will be especially needed among our Korean churches and Christians,
V^at their condition is now, we do not know. Some may have tried to take themselves
and their families out of the direct course of the military advance. But where
would they go to escape from it completely? In fact, we must acknowledge that there
was nothing for most of them to do but to await the coming of the invader and then
make the best of it. VJhen asked what his father, our Korean Methodist Bishop, might
have done in the face of the advancing communist armies, John C. S. Kim who is a

Crusade scholar nov/ in this country, replied: ”He vd.ll stay in Seoul and help hold
things steady for the Christian church. He has never run away from difficulty,”



For the time being, all we can do for the Korean Christians is to pray and

to work for their early release from the restraints we know they are suffering. We

may be sure, of course, that all that has gone into creating the indigenous Korean
church will now be tested as never before. . Yet we have good reason to believe that

it will stand that test, and not only serve as a bulwark of moral power and spiritual
hope in the present crisis but emerge strengthened and purified for leadership in
the days of reconstruction that lie ahead.

Finally, a word about those six valiant spirits who were marooned in Songdo
that fierce night in June and have not been heard from since. Somehow, I cannot be-
lieve they will drift beyond God»s love and care! Certainly there is not a shred of

evidence that they have met with violence. Moreover, when word was received through
Vatican contacts of the safety of Bishop Byrne and Father Booth, two Catholics who
had stayed with "diplomatic immunity" in Seoul, my hopes arose for the welfare of
our own Methodist workers. For, if there is that much honor and respect for the Ron^n
Catholic tradition among the North Koreans, there should be no less for the Protes-
tant missionary movement which has served Korea so well through her long struggle for

independence and integrity.

To be sure, we at the Board have been leaving no stone unturned to get some
word about those intrepid prisoners. On Friday of last week, a message came from
Geneva saying that a representative of the International Red Cross was going into
North Korea and had with him among those to be sought the names of our missionaries.

V\fith all these things and these loved ones in mind, let us now pray, not that
our own hopes and plans may be realized, but that God*s great and loving will may
be done, and that we may have some share in its accomplishment. This is the sincere
purpose and supplication of those who serve Christ and the Church at your Board of
Missions, and we crave the prayers and support of all who are of like spirit. At

the same time, we desire to be of all possible service to those who may need help in
any of these relationships.

Ever Sincerely yours.

Associate Secretary
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